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Since opening in 2011, Nannie Inez has worked with 

trade professionals, including —

INTERIOR DESIGNERS

ARCHITECTS

HOME DEVELOPERS

HOSPITALITY PROFESSIONALS

The following pages explain the perks and details of 

our exclusive trade program, as well as highlight some 

of the contemporary designers we carry.



DESIGNER / MUUTO



TRADE 
PROGRAM 
DETAILS

Nannie Inez manages the full procurement life cycle 

of product sourcing at competitive trade pricing. 

This includes domestic and international logistics, 

freight forwarding, customs clearance, and final 

delivery to the project site. We approach our role as 

a member of your team, with the primary goal of 

assisting you and your organization to ensure your 

client’s satisfaction.

For more information about our brands or 

for order inquiries, email or call us at 

info@nannieinez.com or 512 436.6885.

mailto:info@nannieinez.com


DESIGNER / HAY



 
MUUTO 

Muuto is a Danish design company that is rooted in the 

Scandinavian design tradition characterized by enduring 

aesthetics, functionality, craftsmanship and an honest 

expression. The company handpicks the brightest design 

talent in Scandinavia and invites them to express their stories 

through everyday objects, resulting in what some are calling 

“new Nordic”—still true to the heritage of the ‘50s and ‘60s but 

with a more international approach that resonates around the 

globe.

Any Muuto products can be purchased through 

Nannie Inez. Click here to browse the full collection 

at muuto.com.
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ANOTHER
COUNTRY 

Another Country makes contemporary craft furniture and 

accessories. Calling on the familiar and unpretentious forms of 

British Country kitchen style, Shaker, traditional Scandinavian 

and Japanese woodwork for inspiration, Another Country’s 

designs are quality, affordable pieces that will stand the test of 

time both in terms of construction and trends.

Any Another Country products can be purchased through 

Nannie Inez. Click here to browse the full collection at 

anothercountry.com.
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HAY 

Founded in 2002, HAY has established itself as one of the 

fastest rising furniture design firms in Denmark and beyond. 

HAY mixes the innovation of traditional Danish modern 

designs into a contemporary context, resulting in pieces that 

are at once familiar and new. HAY produces meaningful and 

authentic products that have a long life span and are available 

at a democratic price. 

Any HAY products can be purchased through Nannie Inez. 

Click here to browse the full collection at hay.dk.
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DESIGNER / HAY



BEND 

Bend Goods is a Los Angeles based design and manufacturing 

company. They design functional products for the home and 

public spaces. They also make furniture, lighting and other 

goods, with a commitment to being innovative and playful. 

The quality of Bend’s products is in the details:  the inviting 

shapes, the sparks of color, the ease of assembly and the 

packaging. Each element embodies Bend’s drive for making 

iconic and sustainable products.

Any Bend products can be purchased through Nannie Inez. 

Click here to browse the full collection at bendgoods.com.
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GUBI 

Gubi was founded in 1967 by Jacob and Sebastian’s parents, Gubi 

and Lisbeth Olsen. They are rooted in Scandinavia but with a 

distinctive global outlook and sense of aesthetics. 

Gubi offers an extensive assortment of extremely aesthetic, 

thought-provoking designs characterized by simple, arresting 

shapes, original materials and innovative techniques which defy 

time and space. Imbued with a beauty that resonates with design 

aficionados, architects and designers all around the world.

Any Gubi products can be purchased through Nannie Inez. 

Click here to browse the full collection at gubi.dk.
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MENU 

Established in 1979, Menu is one of the Denmark’s best-known 

design brands today. Menu’s philosophy is simple. They want 

to make the world better, less complicated, a little bit nicer to 

wake up to. Menu is obsessed with designing clever solutions 

for modern living. They want to make beautiful objects for 

everyday use, whether that’s an indispensable item of kitchen 

equipment, a clever floating shelf or a beautiful vase that adds 

the finishing touch to your living space.

Any Menu products can be purchased through 

Nannie Inez. Click here to browse the full collection 

at menu.as.
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SIKA
DESIGN 

Since 1950 Sika Design has created handmade furniture with 

comfort, quality and sustainability as its main requirements 

for the design and the manufacturing process. Sika’s wicker 

furniture is handed down through generations, and world-wide 

several commercial buildings, including hotels and restaurants 

are furnished with Sika-Design.

Any Sika products can be purchased through Nannie Inez. 

Click here to browse the full collection at sika-design.com.
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FERM
LIVING 

Ferm Living draws on Scandinavian design traditions and 

simple aesthetics - but with a distinctive graphic edge that 

makes every item firmly contemporary. Rooted in Denmark, 

where Trine Andersen founded a graphic design studio in 

2005. The decision to start her own business sprang from a 

personal vision of a bird on a branch, ready to take off. That 

bird remains a part of the logo today.

Any Ferm Living products can be purchased through 

Nannie Inez. Click here to browse the full collection 

at fermliving.com.
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OTHER DESIGNERS WE CARRY 

AYTM  

Ferm Living

Joined + Jointed 

Kristina Krogh

Massimo

Normann Copenhagen

Linge Particulier 

NOTABLE PRESS 

Vogue — Austin’s 6 Best New Design Spots
CLICK HERE TO VIEW

Domino Magazine — Austin Travel Guide 
CLICK HERE TO VIEW

Wallpaper.com — Nannie Inez’s New Home
CLICK HERE TO VIEW

My Domain — 15 Coolest Concept Stores From

Around The World
CLICK HERE TO VIEW

ABOUT 
NANNIE 
INEZ 

With a mission to discover and highlight emerging designers 

from around the world, Nannie Inez has quickly become a 

destination for limited-edition and hard-to-find pieces. Much 

of the carefully edited assortment, which also includes the 

work of more established designers, is either exclusive to 

Nannie Inez or in extremely limited distribution.

The selection of in-store merchandise and special orders at 

Nannie Inez constantly evolves, so it’s always a source of fresh 

and unique perspective.

Nannie Inez trade accounts include Launderette, Forthright 

Cafe, Shade Restaurant and BMW offices (South Carolina) as 

well as numerous residential projects.

Lynby Porcelain  

Playtype

SCP 

Society of Wanderers

Silke Bonde

Skagerak

http://www.vogue.com/slideshow/austin-texas-design-travel-guide#3
http://www.mydomaine.com/coolest-concept-stores
https://www.wallpaper.com/design/trading-spaces-austins-nannie-inez-concept-shop-settles-into-a-new-home
https://domino.com/austin-texas-travel-guide?utm_campaign=view&utm_campaign=view
https://aytm.dk/shop/
https://www.fermliving.com/
http://joinedandjointed.com/
http://www.kkrogh.dk/
https://www.massimo.dk/
https://www.normann-copenhagen.com/
http://www.lingeparticulier.com/indexfr.html
http://lyngbyporcelain.com/en_gb/products/
https://pltyplaytype.com/
https://www.scp.co.uk/
https://societyofwanderers.com/
http://www.silkebonde.com/
https://skagerak.dk/


DESIGNER / MENU



 

For more information about our brands 

or for order inquiries, email or call us. 

 

EMAIL  

info@nannieinez.com

TELEPHONE  

512.344.4556

AUSTIN SHOP  

701 South Lamar Blvd.

Austin, Texas 78704 

Open Mon–Sat 11–6, Sun 12–5

ONLINE SHOP  

nannieinez.com

THANK YOU!

mailto:info@nannieinez.com
http://nannieinez.com



